History
History is the study of people, actions, decisions, interactions and behaviours.
Block B History—Year 12

What will I learn?

Students in Block B Year 12 History study the following
topics:

In A Level History you will study:

Unit 1: British period study and enquiry (25%) Britain
1930–1997
Enquiry topic: Churchill 1930–1951
Period study: Britain, 1951-1997
The enquiry topic looks at Winston Churchill 1930 - 1951,
including his time out of office in the early 1930s, his position as wartime Prime Minister, and how he influenced
international affairs after World War Two.
The period study looks at the political changes which occurred in Britain during this time, including the Conservative domination of the 1950s and early 60s, the problems
and divisions of the 1970s, Thatcher and the end of consensus in the 1980s, and Britain’s relations with the rest of
the world during this time.
Unit 2: Non-British period study (15%)
Democracy and Dictatorships in Germany 1919–1963
This unit is concerned with the post-war establishment of
the Weimar Republic and the problems Germany faced in
the 1920s; the rise of Nazism and the establishment of the
Nazi dictatorship; the impact of World War Two and defeat on Germany; and Germany divided in the post-war
era.
Block B History—Year 13
Students in Block B Year 13History study the following
topic:s
Unit 3: Thematic study and historical interpretations
(40%)
Popular Culture and the Witchcraze of the 16th and 17th
Centuries
This theme focuses on the rise and decline in witchcraft
during the 16th and 17th centuries and how far it
emerged out of the popular culture of the time. It will
examine the reasons for the increase and subsequent
decline in persecutions, the nature of the Witchcraze, the
reactions of the authorities and its impact on society.
Learners will look in depth at the Witchcraze in Southern
Germany c.1590-1630, Hopkins and the witch hunt in
England of 1645-47, and the Salem witch trials in the
1690s.
Unit Y100: Topic-based essay
This unit consists of a 3000-4000 word coursework research essay worth 40 marks. Most students will research
and produce a coursework essay assessing the reasons for
Nationalist victory in the Spanish Civil War, although students can choose their own topic .









Significant events, individuals and issues;
A range of historical perspectives;
The diversity of society;
The history of more than one country or state;
A substantial element of British history;
A chronological range of at least 200 years;
Continuity and change over a substantial period of time.

Assessment in History
Unit 1: This unit is assessed through a 90 minute exam
worth 50 marks. Students answer one compulsory enquiry question based on analysis and evaluation of primary sources, and one essay question from a choice of two
on the period study.
Unit 2: This unit is assessed through a 60 minute exam
worth 30 marks. Students answer one two-part question
from a choice of two. The first part will require learners to
compare two factors and make a judgement about their
relative importance; for the second, candidates answer an
essay question.
Unit 3: This unit is assessed through a 2 ½ hour exam,
worth 80 marks. In the first part, learners will need to
argue which of two extracts from historians offer more
convincing interpretations. In the second part, learners
will answer two questions from a choice of three, writing
essays which cover the whole period.
Unit Y100: Topic-based essay. This unit consists of a 3000
-4000 word coursework research essay worth 40 marks.

Entry Requirements
Grades of 6 or higher in the following GCSE subjects:
GCSE History.
GCSE English Language.

Exam board: OCR
Link to course specification
Link to example exam papers

Complementary Subjects


Classics
Economics
English literature
Geography
Government and Politics
Psychology
Religious Studies
Sociology









Enrichment in History
There are a wide variety of enrichment opportunities for A level History students.


Students are encouraged to read from the
work of historians, and will have the opportunity to engage with these in their examined units as well as more substantially in
the coursework unit.

Other enrichment opportunities include:
 University-run History programmes
 History Society
 History Today
 History Podcasts
 The Historical Association’s resources for A
level students.

Careers in History
As well as being fascinating in and of itself,
History A Level is a recommended qualification for:














You will also gain important transferable skills
that will be of benefit to many other careers
areas, including:







Here’s what our students think!

Lawyers
Journalists
TV producers and researchers
Writers
Politicians and civil servants
Archivists
Archaeologists
Museum/Gallery curators
Museum/Gallery Education Officers
Academic researchers
Heritage manager
Librarians
Secondary School teachers

Persuading through the development of
substantial, structured and compelling
argument.
Communicating and expressing yourself
clearly and articulately.
Developing a questioning outlook.
Analysing and comparing a wide variety
of information.
Identifying and discerning different perspectives and views.

